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Introduction

 Multi-class segmentation labeling techniques: assigning

a class label to each pixel in an image

 Using the local (pixel or region) appearance signals along with a

preference for smoothness — conditional Markov random field

(CRF)

 Employing the global or contextual information for improving

segmentation — spatial relationships between classes

 Challenges:

 The relative location preferences depend on pixel or region level

predictions and cannot be pre-computed.

 Incorporating complex global dependencies within the

probabilistic segmentation model directly is computationally

impractical.



Overview of the Approach 

 First-stage label prediction:

using a boosted classifier trained

on standard appearance-based

features.

 Relative location feature:

combining the first-stage

prediction with pre-computed

relative location maps (non-

parametric probability

representations of inter-class

offset preferences).

 Second-stage label prediction:

incorporating the relative

location feature into a unified

model (logistic-regression

classifier and CRF).



Probabilistic Segmentation

Given a set of regions

(or individual pixels) in an image , multi-class

image segmentation is the task of assigning

a class label to each region .

An example 

demonstrating that 

approximately the 

same number of 

superpixels (100) can 

be used at different 

resolutions with 

negligible differences in 

terms of capturing the 

salient details in the 

image. 



Probabilistic Segmentation (contd.)
 Appearance Feature: an 83-dimensional description vector

for each superpixel region

 Region size

 Location

 Color

 Shape

 Texture features

 AdaBoost Classifier:



Encoding Relative Location

 Global Information: the relative location (above, beside, or 

enclosed) between two object classes.  

 sky appears above grass, not below grass 

 both sky and car are above road, but car should be much closer than sky

 Relative Location Probability Maps:

 Relative Location Features: 



Encoding Relative Location (contd.)

Example of a relative location non-parametric probability map. (a) shows grass

relative to cow (center pixel) and clearly defines a high probability (white) of

finding grass surrounding cow (but more from above) and in close proximity. (b)

shows an example of how the map (over normalized range [−1, 1]) is used to

align a cow prediction for one superpixel (corresponding to the head), and then

provide a weighted vote for grass on any other superpixel in the image (over

normalized range [0, 1]). To compute the relative location feature, the process

should be repeated for each superpixel and each pair of classes.



Probabilistic Image Segmentation 

with Relative Location Prior
 Logistic Regression Model:

 Conditional Random Field Model: also encodes conditional 

dependencies between neighbor superpixels.



Probabilistic Image Segmentation 

with Relative Location Prior (contd.)

At training time, the authors start with weights already learned from 

the logistic regression model and hold them fixed while training the 

additional weights  for the pairwise affinity features.

conditional Markov random field 

structure over the superpixels



Experimental Results

(a) image to be labeled, (b) the over-segmented image, (c) baseline CRF predictions,

(d) shows the first-stage classification results using only local appearance features, (e)

shows the relative location feature (normalized for visualization) computed by applying

the relative location prior probability maps using the most probable class label for each

superpixel from the first-stage classification results, (f) shows second-stage

classification results (which includes the relative-location feature).



Learned relative 

location probability 

maps between 

example classes. 

Table shows 

prediction of column 

class in relation to 

row class. White 

indicates a stronger 

preference.



Representative images 

where the relative location 

based method is able to 

correct prediction mistakes 

on the 21-class MSRC 

database.



Several examples for which the relative location based

method was not able to correct mistakes made by the

baseline method on the 21-class MSRC database.

If the incorrect predictions at the first-stage are reasonable

according to the relative location probability maps, the proposed

methods cannot modify the mistakes.



Plot of accuracy versus 

number of superpixels for 

MSRC 21-class database. 

Shown are the results for 5 

random test/train partitionings.



The confusion matrix of the 

proposed approach on the 

21-class MSRC database. 

Row labels indicate the 

true class, and column 

labels the predicted class. 

The second number in 

parentheses in each cell 

shows baseline CRF result.



Conclusion

 The main contribution of this paper is in presenting an

approach that facilitates the incorporation of a global image

prior via local features.

 One of the main limitations of the proposed approach is that it

does not distinguish between objects at different scales.

 Another limitation of the proposed approach is that mistakes

in the first-stage classifiers can result in poor context features

for the second-stage.


